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GUEST SPEAKER - MICHAEL DONNELLY
Of Irish Catholic heritage with two 19th century NSW Parliamentarians as my great-grandfather and great-great-
grandfather, my identical twin and I entered the world in Canberra a considerable time after the birth of two older siblings a 
decade earlier to create a family of six. My childhood memories are of much love, safety and security with so many adults 
being around to look after us as we grew up.

Dad’s work in the Bank of NSW took the family to Sydney while we were toddlers and that is where we grew up and were 
educated. Family holidays, travelling by train to our grandparent’s pub in Cooma, always took us back to the Monaro which 
still feels like my ancestral home. I had fairly severe asthma as a child before the wonder drugs for its treatment came into 
existence and missed lots of school as a result. However, it never really interfered with my education or learning. I loved 
school when I was there and found it easy and interesting. We were taught by De La Salle Brothers in our boys’ primary and 
secondary schools at Haberfield and Ashfield, respectively. We received an excellent education with the best teachers being 
in Maths and Science. Sport was important too and complemented academia. Completing high school at the end of a decade 
known for the significant social change that took place in the Catholic Church (Vatican Council) and wider society (the 
‘Swinging Sixties’) we were also inculcated with a strong sense of social justice. In fact, the first time I ever voted, I was able 
to vote for a classmate who stood for the Senate as a candidate of the Communist Party.

I was impressed with that vision of social justice, so much so that I joined the Brothers myself upon leaving school and lived 
the life of a monk for 10 years, until a choice had to be made: to take final vows or leave. I knew myself well enough to 
choose the latter. During my teacher training in Sydney, I gained my degree with a major in sedimentary geology as well as 
undertaking requisite educational studies. This was followed by five years of work in the Brothers’ schools, initially in Orange
NSW and later in Malvern, Victoria. That experience of living 24/7 in a community of compassionate, wise and generous-
spirited educators, really set me on a path to remain in ‘education’ for the rest of my working life. In those early years of
teaching, I also completed a Master in Education Studies at Monash which provided a great theoretical underpinning to the 
remainder of my work life. Its focus on the psychology of learning and behaviour held me in good stead in all the later roles I 
had in secondary schools and disability services.

I came to see that education was the ‘movement from cocksure ignorance to thoughtful uncertainty’, a maxim that has 
become the lens through which I view most aspects of personal and civic life.
In schools, I mainly taught Maths and Science but also enjoyed teaching other subjects along the way, the favourite of which 
was Outdoor Education because I gained as much confidence from that as the students did. I eventually became Principal of 
a single sex Catholic 7-10 high school in Melbourne but found that we three Principals were the ‘collateral damage’ when 
my school amalgamated with two other adjacent schools to form a very large 7-12 co-ed College. That experience led me to 
take a CEO role in a not-for-profit disability organisation that ran both an employment agency as well as a ‘Young Adults Day 
Centre’ for those unable to gain work. In many ways it was just a different sort of educational setting for a differently-abled 
set of young people. This change required the acquisition of some skills that I did not possess so I gained post graduate 
qualifications in the fields of Organisation, Change and Development (RMIT) Human Resource Management (Swinburne) and 
Accounting (Deakin).

It was in this role that I come into contact with Rotary when the provision of an AS-compliant access ramp for our then Head 
Office in St Albans was undertaken by the local Rotary Club who subsequently invited me to join. I was President twice 
before its charter was returned in 2018 and then moved to an adjacent club closer to home and am now its President.  Over 
my two decades in Rotary, I have done some ‘District’ work being involved in facilitating Club Vision workshops, secretary 
roles in the RYPEN committee as well as the District-endorsed Western Emergency Relief Network (WERN) and Secretary of 
the National Recreational Vehicle Fellowship of Rotarians (RVFR). This year I have also been an Assistant Governor.  

I was widowed 13 years ago. It was a life-changing experience to walk beside Cathy during her 8- year journey from 
diagnosis to her passing. She taught me so much about the ultimate importance of family and of living life in the present as 
well as maintaining the kind of ‘hope’ described by Emily Dickinson as …

…the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul
And sings the tune without the words
And never stops at all
And sweetest in the gale is heard. 

My two adult stepsons remain a significant part of my life.
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Vale Judith Maddocks –Keilor East Rotarian 
since  November 4th, 2004

https://huntingtonsvic.org.au/


LOCKDOWN NEWS 

F r o m  t h e  f r o m  t h e  M e m b e r s

Greg and Yvonne’s puppy, Eddie the Newfoundland, now 
weighs 51.2 Kgs. Their granddaughter Samantha 
(Sammy) thought he looked like a bear. Below: Yvonne 
was fortunate to be able to celebrate her June 13th 
Birthday with family at Living Legends, Greenvale.

We are now trying a 1500-piece puzzle and it 
might do us in.  Alex is very systematic, and 
pieces are distributed throughout the 
sunroom.  I can do it for short periods then 
have to give the brain a rest.  I will 
photograph the result when it is finished. 
Maybe next week(I hope). Cheers Ginny 

What a great idea!

Rachel Tomlinson, 
who is celebrating a 
Birthday on June 
19, received these 
messages from the 
“Post-it Bandit” at 
her work in Aged 
Care at Holloway.

Happy Birthday
Rachel!
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